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We develop a numerical model using both artificial and empirical inputs to analyze taxi dynamics
in an urban setting. More specifically, we quantify how the supply and demand for taxi services,
the underlying road network, and the public acceptance of taxi ridesharing (TRS) affect the optimal
number of taxis for a particular city, as well as commuters’ average waiting time and trip time.
Results reveal certain universal features of the taxi dynamics with real-time taxi-booking—that
there is a well-defined transition between the oversaturated phase when demand exceeds supply,
and the undersaturated phase when supply exceeds demand. The boundary between the two phases
gives the optimal number of taxis a city should accommodate, given the specific demand, road
network and commuter habits. Adding or removing taxis may affect commuter experience very
differently in the two phases revealed. In the oversaturated phase the average waiting time is
affected exponentially, while in the undersaturated phase it is affected sub-linearly. We analyze
various factors that can shift the phase boundary, and show that an increased level of acceptance
for TRS universally shifts the phase boundary by reducing the number of taxis needed. We discuss
some of the useful insights on the benefits and costs of TRS, especially how under certain situations
TRS will not only have economic benefits for commuters, but can also save the overall travel time
for the shared parties, by significantly reducing the time commuters spend on waiting for taxis.
Our simulations also suggest that simple artificial taxi systems can capture most of the universal
features of the taxi dynamics. The relevance of the assumptions and the overall methodology are
also illustrated using the empirical road network and taxi demand in Singapore.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Bridging services such as taxis and shuttles play an important role for balancing the need for comfort, flexibility,
and affordability of the transport service in modern cities, enhancing the overall efficiency of urban traffic system[1, 2]
that also includes the public transportation and private vehicles. In most cities, taxi is the dominant mode of bridging
services with the ability to retain most, if not all, of the benefits of owning a private vehicle [3, 4]. Though taxis are
more expensive in comparison to public transportation, they are much more flexible and are available on demand.
Generally speaking, from the commuters’ point of view, whether or not to use taxi services in place of private vehicles
or public transportations depends on factors that include cost, the frequency of usage, government policies[5], as well
as demographic and social-economical variables[6]. On the other hand, from a policymaker’s perspective, taxis are
more desirable than private vehicles because they allow a certain level of sharing that can improve the utility rate of
both the vehicle and the transport infrastructure in place[7]. Taxis may also serve as the complementary service to
public transportation, especially in places where buses and metros are not readily accessible, and during disruptions
or breakdowns of public transportation[1, 8] .
Be that as it may, it is also important to note that at the system level, increasing the market share of taxi services
can have adverse effects in large and crowded cities. For commuters to choose taxis over public transportation, it
generally results in more trips on the road, more energy consumption and green house gas emissions at similar levels
as private cars[9]. One should particularly note that this is also true when (potential) car-owners choose taxis over
private vehicles, especially if taxi ridesharing (TRS) is not an available option, or very few people choose TRS when
calling a taxi. If we replace one trip with a personal vehicle from home to office by a taxi ride, it can lead to additional
pick-up trips and effectively more vehicles on the road (i.e. taxis that ply on the road without commuters consume
road space, and thus contributing to congestions). Hence, reducing vehicle ownership in a city does not always lead
to fewer trips on the road, and the contrary may happen when we try meet the demand originally satisfied by private
vehicles with taxis without TRS.
It is thus both theoretically interesting and practically useful to have a better understanding of the dynamics of
taxis especially with TRS in an urban setting—when the supply and demand of taxi services vary both on spatial and
temporal scales. We approach this problem via agent-based modelling and statistical analysis, with a particular focus
on the impact of taxi ridesharing (TRS) on taxi dynamics. Some of the main issues we look at in this paper are: Is
there an ideal taxi fleet size for certain city size such that the demand for taxi service is met? How will this number
change if commuters are more open to TRS? Do commuters who share rides always sacrifice their total duration
of travel (waiting time plus actual trip duration) for a more economic ride? Most of the results we discuss in this
paper are quite generic and do not dependent on specific model and algorithm details of a taxi system, as long as the
majority of the taxi demand is met with taxi-booking instead of road-side hailng. We focus on taxi booking because
with the technological advances it is becoming the mainstream mode for getting taxi services, and also because of its
compatibility with TRS. The detailed analysis of the results in this paper lead to better understanding of the benefits
and costs of a taxi system, and optimal tuning of such systems from the perspective of both the commuters and the
policymakers.
The organization of the paper is as follows: in Sec. III we describe the simulation platform we use to compute and
analyze the dynamics of the taxi system; in Sec. IV we illustrate an intuitive picture on understanding the interplay
between the supply and demand of the taxi services, and how it affects the overall behaviors of the taxi dynamics
when different parameters are tuned; in Sec. V we discuss the extensive numerical results from various artificial and
real world road networks, with simulated demand for taxi services, and show interesting statistical results that are
universal for different cities and different microscopic details. This includes a well-defined optimal number of taxis
given a particular taxi system, as well as differing behaviors in the oversaturated phase (when demand of taxi exceeds
supply) from the undersaturated phase (when supply of taxis exceeds demand); in Sec. VI, we focus on the city of
Singapore and analyze some crucial behaviors of the taxi system using the empirical demand of taxis throughout a
typical day, and draw some interesting statement on how the spatial and temporal variation of the taxi demand, as
well as the details of the road network, can affect the commuter travel times and the optimal number of taxis needed;
in Sec. VII we discuss the limits and generalities of our simulation results, and in Sec. VIII we summarize our results
and discuss about possible future works.
II. RELATED WORK
For modelling of the taxi system and understanding the interplay of supply and demand of the taxi services, Josep
Maria Salanova and Miquel Estrad[10] used an agent-based model and empirical taxi demand data to study the taxi
dynamics in Barcelona, varying the supply of taxis to determine the socially optimum number of taxis based on the
minimum point of the average monetary cost per trip. The waiting time as a function of supply was also considered,
3and both curves demonstrate a clear decrease in benchmark with increasing supply of taxis when taxi supply is low.
Michal Maciejewski et al. investigated how different strategies and distance measures affect various time benchmarks
such as the waiting and pick up times of commuters, under different taxi demand to supply ratio in cities such as
Mielec[11],Barcelona[12] and Berlin[12, 13]. A high and low load regime was defined based on the characteristic of
the pick up time against the demand scaling curve, which varied exponentially for the high load regime but linearly
for the low load regime. For [13], the supply scaling was also considered and a symmetric response to the demand
scaling was observed. The focus of the papers was on the effectiveness of different taxi dispatch strategies , while
the dynamics behind the transition of the benchmark times against supply and demand were not investigated. The
works above did not consider taxi-sharing and the detailed behaviours of commuter waiting and trip time at different
supply/demand ratio.
For modelling and optimizing the match between taxis and commuters, Ying Shi and Zhaotong Lian[14] modeled the
commuter-taxi problem as a double-ended queuing problem and studied the commuters’ selfish and selfless threshold
to determine the socially optimal allocation of taxis, before discussing possible government intervention methods to
achieve and move towards the socially optimal condition. R.C.P. Wong, W.Y. Szeto and S.C. Wong[15] proposed a
two-stage modeling approach to predict how empty taxis move when searching for commuters. Stage one estimates the
chosen region for taxi drivers to roam about when searching for commuters while stage two looks at the zone chosen
by stage one to determine the circulation time and distance of unoccupied taxis in that zone. The model was shown
to vastly outperform existing taxi-commuter search models. Fang He and Zuo-Jun Max Shen[16] proposed a spatial
equilibrium model that considers the probability of taxi drivers and commuters adopting new e-hailing technology in
a well-regulated system and balances the demand and supply of taxi services to estimate how the adoption of e-hailing
services will affect the taxi system. Hai Yang et al.[17] presented an equilibrium model that characterises both the
searching and meeting processes between commuters and taxis. A meeting function was defined and used to find
the stationary competitive equilibrium and also to explain the differences in decisions by commuters and taxi drivers
due to different optimization aims and the topology of the region considered. Outside of dispatch strategies and taxi
dynamics, there has also been increased interests in using GPS data to predict a city’s spatiotemporal taxi supply
and/or demand.
For predicting the spatiotemporal distribution of the supply and demand for taxi services, Qian et.al looked into the
market equilibrium of third-party hailing services and predictions of short-term demand[18, 19], Moreira-Matias et
al.[20] constructed a forecasting algorithm to predict commuter demand at taxi stands by combining a nonhomogeneous
Poisson model with an ARIMA model, showing that inside a 30-minute forecasting timeframe, 78% of the taxi demand
for the city of Porto can be predicted. Benedikt Ja¨ger et al.[21] analyzed the spatiotemporal patterns of taxi data
from a local taxi agency in Munich and derived key features that describe the taxi supply and demand characteristics.
Following which, a model to predict the demand for complete city districts was suggested and validated with historic
data, demonstrating high correlation between predicted and measured data. Xudong Zheng et al.[22] looked at the
number of unoccupied taxis exiting and the time spent waiting for commuters to board different road segments of
a road network to estimate the waiting time at different times of the day on these road segments, from which a
recommendation system was developed to direct commuters to locations to wait for taxis to reduce waiting time.
The cases for ridesharing such as increase in travel occupancy[23, 24], reduced greenhouse emission[2], improvement
of traffic congestion[25–27], and as an affordable mode of transport to solve the last mile problem[1, 7], have been well
studied in recent literature. Advancements in information technology and their adoptions have also enabled dynamic
ridesharing[7, 25], where an automated system matches commuters’ travel needs to drivers’ availability in an online,
real time manner to find some form of optimum[28], providing unprecedented flexibility and convenience.
In the same vein, much attention has been given to research into factors affecting commuters’ decision to share
rides[29][30], mechanisms which aid in the adoption of such behaviour[9][23][31], and methods to quantify the potential
for ridesharing [32–34]. Notably, R. Tachet et al. used the concept of a “shareability network” to study the potential
for ridesharing in the cities of New York, San Francisco, Singapore, and Vienna and demonstrated that remarkably,
the shareability of these cities with diverse sizes and traffic characteristics can all be described by the same scaling
law[34]. Javier Alonso-Mora et al.[35] presented a highly scalable anytime optimal algorithm empirically validated
using the New York City taxi data. The waiting, travel and total trip time as well as vehicle occupancy rate was
studied as a function of different vehicle capacities, vehicle fleet size and maximum waiting and trip delay time,
assuming all commuters are open to sharing rides whenever possible, arriving at the conclusion that just 15% of the
current 4-seater taxi fleet in New York City is sufficient to satisfy commuter demand.
III. THE SIMULATION PLATFORM
Our large scale simulation platform consists of (1) an underlying road network, (2) the commuters with their origins
and destinations denoted by the nodes in the road network, and (3) the taxis that move along the edges of the network
4from one node to another. A summary of various components of the simulation is listed in Table. I at the end of the
paper. We will now introduce each component with more details with a formal set of notations.
A. The road network
It is a standard procedure to convert a generic road network into a graph-theoretical representation [4, 36–38], in
which the nodes are intersections or ends of the roads, and the edges are directed. Thus for most of the purposes, a
road network corresponds to a graph given by G (N ,A), where N is the set of all nodes in the road network, and A
is the adjacency matrix that is not necessarily symmetric, with Aij = 1 if there is a physical road connecting ith and
jth directly, and a vehicle can travel from i to j along that road; otherwise Aij = 0. The adjacency matrix contains
information about the topology of the road network, in terms of the accessibility from one location to another.
For the purpose of studying the dynamics of taxis or ride-sharing, our approach is to generate a more fine-grained
graph G0
(N¯ , A¯) from G (N ,A). First of all, N ∈ N¯ , and N¯ is generated by inserting regularly spaced nodes to
each of the edges (expect for edges corresponding to highways where boarding or alighting is not possible), so that
any two nodes are 50 ∼ 100 meters apart (Fig. 1). The additional nodes are inserted so that locations of boarding
and alighting can be matched to nearby nodes accurately. The matrix A¯ is generated from A and N¯ , where A¯ij is
non-zero if for nodes i, j ∈ N¯ , there is a direct road and the vehicle can drive from i to j. A¯ is also weighted, in which
the matrix elements are equal to the physical distance or average travel time from i to j. Obviously A¯ii = 0, and if
there is no physical roads directly connecting i and j, A¯ij =∞.
FIG. 1. In the diagram on the left, we show how G0 is constructed from G (original nodes in N are unfilled) by adding nodes
(n1, n2, n3) to the original network G such that the resulting adjacent nodes in N¯ are within 50 ∼ 100 meters apart. Note
that G0 is also weighted, though the edge weights are not explicitly labeled. All the unfilled nodes in G0 are also in N . The
snapshot on the right shows an example of the nodes and directed edges generated from the map of Singapore. The red edges
are unidirectional, while the blue edges are bi-directional.
The definition of G0
(N¯ , A¯) allows us to use G0 as input to our simulation model, where potential commuters book
and board taxis from any node in N¯ . The time it takes for taxis to move from one node to another, as well as the
routing from two arbitrary nodes, are computed from A¯. In this way, the simulation does not need any additional
geographical information about the city road network, and potential commuters can book taxi almost anywhere along
the road, by matching the actual GPS locations of the commuter to the nearest node. Furthermore, the compact
structure of G0 allows for more efficient numerical simulation of the taxi dynamics.
For our simulations, the matrix elements of A¯, or the weighted edges of the graph, are given as the travel time
from one node to the other. This allows us to define a time dependent A¯ (t), because while the physical distance
between any two neighbouring nodes are fixed, the travel time depends on the traffic condition or the average vehicle
velocities, which varies between different time of the day (e.g. peak hours v.s. off-peak hours). While this can be
easily implemented numerically with the empirical information (i.e. speed band information of each road section at
different times of the day), in this paper we use a time-independent A¯, or a static road network for our statistical
analysis.
5B. The generation of commuters
Commuters in the simulation can either be generated from empirical data of the actual demand, or artificially based
on a particular statistical distribution. Each taxi request is denoted by an abstract object Pαt generated at time t,
where the superscript is the index distinguishing between different travelling parties. Pαt formally contains a pair
of nodes indicating the origin and the destination of the trip. It also contains property tags, specifying information
including the number of people in the travelling party, as well as other preferences (i.e. related to taxi-sharing). We
do not specify the property tags here as it depends on how detailed the simulation needs to be run. In the latter
sections the only property tag we use is the travelling party’s acceptance to TRS (it is TRUE if the party accepts
TRS).
For randomly generated commuters, at each time step t there is a certain probability of generating Pαt with a
random set of origin and destination, and a random property tag; such probability is related to the rate of commuter
generation and can be easily implemented numerically. While there are no restrictions on the property tag, we do
require the random origin and destination to be at least five minutes apart. Otherwise the OD pair is considered too
short for a taxi trip.
We also have empirical data on the spatiotemporal distribution of the taxi demand in the city of Singapore, thus
Pαt can be fully or partially generated from the empirical data. If certain parts of P
α
t are missing from the empirical
data (especially for the property tag), we complement it with appropriate mathematical models. For example, the
OD pairs for the taxi demand can be generated from the empirical data, or it can be generated stochastically (e.g.
with normal or poisson distribution both in spatial and temporal domain).
C. The dynamics of the taxis
The taxi simulation is also based on the available empirical data and, in the place of missing data, generated
semi-realistically in a stochastic way. The initial positions of the taxis, for example, are usually not available from the
data. Thus in most of our simulations, the taxis are placed randomly throughout the road network at the beginning
of the simulation. The taxis can also be initialized either as empty or occupied, and different initial conditions can
affect the result of the simulation for the first hour or so in some quantitative way. However, such quantitative effects
disappears for longer simulations (and we tested with different initial conditions, with or without a warm-up time),
and are insignificant especially for the statistical analysis we performed in this paper.
For the movement of taxis, we denote the algorithm on how to choose the pick-up taxi as P. The booking and
route matching algorithm decide which taxi close to the origin of Pαt would be the one to pick up the travelling party
represented by Pαt . The route chosen by the taxi to go from its current position to the pick-up point can either be
fitted with empirical GPS data if available, or via specific routing algorithm Ro. After arriving at the pick-up point,
the taxi will stop for a period of tl, the commuter loading time, before moving towards the destination of P
α
t again via
Ro. Once the taxi arrives at the destination and commuters have disembarked, it is a non-trivial problem to model
the behaviour of the taxi when it becomes empty again. The routing of the empty taxis are denoted as Re. Most of
the analysis in this paper do not require accurate modelling of such behaviours, as we have tested extensively with
numerical simulations. Here, we just let the taxi roam randomly around until it is booked again. We discuss about
this approach in more details in Sec. III D and Sec. VII.
Each Pαt has a flag for taxi-sharing. If the flag is TRUE, the party is open to the possibility of TRS. Given the two
parties Pαt and P
β
t with both taxi-sharing flag as TRUE, a route matching algorithm M will determine if the two
parties will share part or the entirety of their trips. The routing for additional pick-ups and delivery to additional
destinations are again determined by Ro, which can be either empirical or based on specific algorithms.
For numerical implementation and calculation, the ith taxi is specified by ni (t) and nip (t). The former gives the
node immediately passed by the taxi, while the latter gives the distance of the current taxi’s position from that node.
Together they specify the position of the taxi in the following way: if the taxi is right at node m, then ni (t) = m
and nip (t) = 0; if the taxi is moving from node m to some other node m
′ along the edge with the weight A¯ (m,m′),
and at a time distance am,m′ ≤ A¯ (m,m′) away from m, then ni (t) = m and nip (t) = am,m′ (see Fig.(2)). Clearly
ni (t) = m,nip (t) = A¯ (m,m′) and ni (t) = m′, nip (t) = 0 are equivalent. For other properties of the taxis, we can
introduce si (t) to denote the status of the taxi, with si (t) = 0 denoting empty taxis, si (t) = 1 denoting booked
taxis, si (t) = 2 denoting occupied taxis that are available for taxi-sharing, and si (t) = 3 denoting occupied taxis not
available for taxi-sharing. We also use sip (t) to denote the number of commuters in the i
th taxi. Other information,
such as Pαt for each travelling party in the taxi, is also stored and updated at each time step if necessary. Once an
empty taxi receives a booking, it is assigned a trip to go from its current position to the origin of the commuter, and
then from the origin to the destination of the commuter. The actual path is based on the chosen routing algorithm
6Ro. Such trip information is stored in ~ti, which is a vector consisting of an array of nodes arranged sequentially along
the path. The vector ~ti is only updated when si (t) is changed from 0 or 2 to 1, which is when a booking request is
received.
nip(t) = 0n
i(t) = m
node m
node m0
node m
A¯(
m
,m
0 )
origin 
destination 
am,m0
ni(t) = m nip(t) = am,m0
(a) (b) 
taxi i
taxi i
FIG. 2. Specification of the position of the taxi in the road network. Note that we update the states of all the agents in our
simulation at every time stamp, and all the weights of the edges are given as an integer number indicating the number of the
time stamps for a vehicle to travel from one node to another.
We would like to emphasize here that while there are two major modes of commuter pickups: real-time booking
and road-side hailing of taxis, in this paper we focus exclusively on taxis picking up commuters via booking unless
otherwise stated. This is because TRS can only be realistically implemented with real-time booking (as we are
looking at real-time dynamical taxi-sharing that is not pre-arranged), and it is a major component of analysis in this
paper. For the common practice of road-side hailing of taxis, it can be implemented with a non-trivial Re for empty
taxis. When the taxi demand is low, taxi-booking is more efficient for available taxis to reach waiting commuters, as
compared to road-side pickups (with pseudo-random movement of empty taxis); with high taxi demand, the reverse
is true, and we discuss this in more details in Sec. VII. The dynamics of the taxi system with taxi-bookiing is also
quite different from that with road-side hailing, as we will see in Sec. V. More realistic simulations with a mixture of
taxi-booking and road-side hailing will be studied elsewhere.
D. A minimalist simulation approach
While our simulation platform is capable of simulating complex taxi and commuter behaviours as well as different
routing/pickup/sharing algorithm, here we pursue a minimalist approach and employ the simplest possible simulation
algorithms that still retain the essence of taxi dynamics. We are not aiming to quantitatively reproduce the features
of the taxis in real cities. This requires a lot of empirical information (e.g. actual routing of the taxis, detailed
spatiotemporal patterns of demand and commuter loading time, as well as the time dependence of the actual number
of taxis running on the streets, etc.), even though given such information they can be easily implemented in our
codes for more quantitative predictions. Instead, we aim to capture some of the universal trends of taxi dynamics
in a qualitative way and shed light on the intricate interplay between supply, demand and road networks, from the
commuters’, taxis drivers’ and policy-makers’ perspective. Following the principle of Occam’s razor, it is also useful
to show that such universal trends can be captured by the minimalist model (with artificial road networks), as we
compare numerical results in Sec. V and Sec. VI.
Unless otherwise stated, in our simulation each travelling party consists of only one commuter, and a taxi can take
two travelling parties at most. Each taxi always moves towards its next destination via the shortest path as given
by the Dijkstra’s algorithm, so that Ro always finds the shortest path between the original node and the final node.
Once the taxi reaches its final destination (after dropping off all the commuters in the taxi), instead of modelling
7its behaviour we make it either roam randomly or remain at the final node until it is booked by another commuter.
We can also make the empty taxis move towards some predefined “hotspots”. We have done extensive (though not
necessarily thorough) simuations, and it seems different models only affect the results in the following sections in
minor and quantitative ways. The universal features of taxis and TRS discussed in this paper are not sensitive to
this part of the taxi dynamics. Thus ~ti is empty if si (t) = 0, and Re corresponds to a random walk. The algorithm
we use for assigning taxis to commuters is also simple: when a commuter calls a taxi from a certain node, we search
through all the positions of available taxis at that time, and assign the taxi closest to the commuter (based on Ro, or
the shortest path) for the pick-up.
Many route matching algorithms for TRS have been proposed in the literature[1, 2, 7, 23–28]. While this paper does
not focus on proposing a new route matching algorithm or analysing the efficiency of various algorithms, we describe
here the details of the algorithm employed in our simulation for completeness. When a commuter is generated with Pαt ,
there is a certain predefined probability ps that the taxi-sharing flag of P
α
t is TRUE, indicating the commuter is open
to taxi-sharing. We now focus on the case where the taxi-sharing flag is TRUE, with the origin of the corresponding
Pαt , which is waiting for the taxi, given by the node Oα and destination Dα. Let T0 (t) be the collection of taxis at t
with si (t) = 0, i ∈ T0 (t), and Ts (t) be the collection of taxis with si (t) = 2, i ∈ Ts (t). For each taxi i ∈ Ts (t), it is
moving from its current position n = ni (t) to the destination of the commuter in the taxi, which we denote as Dβ .
Let tAB be the time it takes for the taxi to go from node A to node B based on the shortest path (i.e. implemented
with Ro), and we define tABC = tAB + tBC , tABCD = tAB + tBC + tCD. We specify the following conditions:
tnOαDβ − tnDβ < tc (1)
tnOαDαDβ − tnDβ < tc (2)
tOαDβDα − tOαDα < tc (3)
tOαDβDα > tOαDαDβ (4)
Here tc is the tuning parameter which indicates the cut-off of the detour time, and we set it as 180 seconds in the
simulations (which is around 15% of the average trip time of 20 minutes). Both commuters involved in the taxi-sharing
should not spend their respective time in the taxi longer by tc, as compared to the time it takes for each of them
to go from their respective origin to destination without taxi-sharing. This can be enforced with the route matching
algorithm M specified as follows (also see Fig.(3)):
• If Eq.(1),Eq.(2) are satisfied and Eq.(3) is not satisfied, taxi-sharing can occur with the only possible option of
the routing n→ Oα → Dα → Dβ ;
• If Eq.(1) is satisfied but Eq.(2) is not, taxi-sharing can only occur if Eq.(3) is satisfied, with the routing of
n→ Oα → Dβ → Dα;
• If all Eq.(1), Eq.(2) and Eq.(3) are satisfied, both routing are possible, and we choose the one that minimizes
the overall travel time: if Eq.(4) is satisfied, we choose the routing of n→ Oα → Dα → Dβ , otherwise we choose
the routing of n→ Oα → Dβ → Dα.
We now define T ′s (t) ∈ Ts (t), and T ′s (t) contains all taxis satisfying one of the above conditions. The pick-up
algorithm P will be specified as follows: if the taxi-sharing flag is FALSE, the nearest taxi in T0 (t) will come for the
pick-up. If the taxi-sharing flag is TRUE, the nearest taxi in T0 (t)
⋃ T ′s (t) will come for the pick-up. The key feature
here is that if the commuter chooses to be open to taxi-sharing, there are potentially more available taxis around for
the nearest one to be selected (including empty taxis and occupied taxis satisfying the route-matching algorithm).
This could lead to shorter waiting time as compared to commuters who choose not to accept taxi-sharing.
With all the relevant algorithms properly defined, the complete dynamics of individual taxis at time step t can be
uniquely specified. Given that ni (t− 1) = m, and if si (t) > 0 we have ~ti (k) = m, or the kth entry of ~ti is m, we
have:
(a) if si (t) = 0, the ith taxi will move based on our choice of trivial Re (in our case a random walk);
(b) if a booking request is sent to the ith taxi based the pick-up algorithm P, si (t) = 1, and ~ti is updated accordingly;
(c) Movement of taxis: if si (t) > 1, nip (t) = n
i
p (t) + 1; if n
i
p (t) = A¯
(
m,~ti (k + 1)
)
, ni (t) = ~ti (k + 1) , nip (t) = 0;
(d) Commuter boarding: if si (t) = 1 and ni (t) is the origin of the commuter waiting to be picked up, si (t) = 2 if
the commuter is accepting taxi-sharing, or si (t) = 3 if the commuter does not accept taxi-sharing. The number
of commuters in the taix is also updated as sip (t) = s
i
p (t) + 1;
(e) Commuter alighting: if si (t) = 2 or si (t) = 3 and ni (t) is the destination of one of the commuters in the taxi,
sip (t) = s
i
p (t)− 1. If sip (t) = 0, si (t) = 0, otherwise si (t) = 2;
8FIG. 3. Schematic drawing of the order of pickups and dropoffs after route-matching; a).n→ Oα → Dβ → Dα; b). n→ Oα →
Dα → Dβ
For Step (b), the booking request can be sent to taxis with status si (t) = 0 or si (t) = 2. In the former case the
taxi is empty, and in the latter case the taxi is occupied with one commuter who is open for taxi-sharing. The trip
information of the taxi, ~ti, is only updated at Step (b). Once si (t) is set to 1, ~ti is reset with the shortest path from
the taxi’s current position to the origin of the commuter who sends the booking request, followed by destination(s)
of the commuters in the taxi, based on the route matching algorithm M if necessary.
IV. HEURISTIC MODEL FOR TAXI SERVICES
It is useful to understand the dynamics of taxis, especially their interaction with potential commuters, with a
heuristic and intuitive model that captures the essential qualitative features of how such interaction will affect the
travel time and waiting time of both commuters and vehicles. What we present here is a conceptual model based on
the supply of and demand for taxi service. Such a model can be helpful in interpreting the quantitative and qualitative
numerical analysis, which we will detail in the next few sections.
Taking the urban traffic system as a whole, the rate of demand for taxi service, as measured from the number of
calls of taxi per unit time, can be denoted by D (t). The integration of D (t) over time gives the total demand. We
formulate the supply of the taxi service by the maximum possible rate of commuters that can be picked up by the
taxis, S (t), given the number of taxis available. The integration of S (t) over time gives the maximum number of
commuters that can be picked up. Note that S (t) describes the capability of taxis to cater to the potential demand
for taxi services. The actual rate of pick-up, S∗ (t), could be smaller if the actual rate of demand is small, i.e. there
are no people waiting on the roads even with available taxis around.
We can now heuristically divide the dynamics of taxi service into two broad cases. The first case is when there is
not enough supply for the demand, formally given by D (t) & S (t). In this case, the rate of picking up commuters is
lower than the rate of new calls for the taxis. This implies that when a person calls for a taxi, there are no available
taxis to come picking him or her up. He or she will have to wait for some occupied taxi to deliver the commuters
first, before coming for the pick up. Moreover, the longer that D (t) & S (t) persists, the longer the waiting time the
9FIG. 4. The heuristic picture of the interplay between supply and demand of the taxi system. The demand of the taxi services
is analogous of the inflow of the “funnel” representing the taxi dynamics, and is related to the rate of commuter generation
Pαt . The outflow from the “funnel” depends on many factors including NT , ps,P, tl,M,Ro,Re as well as the road network
topology given by Go
(N¯ , A¯) itself. In (a) and (b), the system is over-saturated (demand is greater than supply), so that the
“water level” in the funnel will keep rising, leading to exponential increase of commuter waiting time; while in (c) the system
is under-saturated, and there is no accumulation of “water in the funnel”.
new commuters will have to suffer, as one can see from the schematics in Figs. 4a and 4b. We should also note that
in this case S (t) ' S∗ (t).
The second case is when there is enough (see Fig. 4c), or oversupply of the taxi service, formally given by D (t) .
S (t). In this case, S (t) = S∗ (t) if there are people waiting for the taxis (this could be because D (t) & S (t)
has persisted for a while). When most of the waiting people have been picked up, we will have S∗ (t) < S (t) and
S∗ (t) ' D (t).
The demand for taxi, D (t) is in principle empirical, while S (t) characterizes the capacity of the taxi services in a
city to clear away waiting commuters. In analogy to the capacity of the road for traffic and the capacity of intersection
control ([46–48]), S (t) depends on many factors. First and foremost, one would expect S (t) to increase when the
number of taxis running on the street increases, assuming the traffic condition is not severely exacerbated by the
increase of vehicle numbers/trips on the road. It also depends on the average length of trips for the commuters. If
the average travel time between the origin and destination is longer, taxis are occupied for a longer time, leading to
fewer available taxis for pick-ups. Taxi service capacity also depends subtly on the underlying road network and the
specific patterns of the OD pairs. As we will also focus in Sec. V, the introduction of TRS can also strongly increase
taxi service capacity, given the same number of taxis on the road.
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS AND ANALYSIS
While many different types of simulations can be performed for a road network with taxis and commuters, we focus
on both qualitative and quantitative analysis of the behaviours of the taxis and their impact on the commuters, based
on our model and using the framework introduced in Sec. IV as a general guide. From the policymakers’ perspective,
given a specific demand for taxi services, it would also be useful to study ways to reduce the number of taxis, and more
importantly reduce the number trips on the road, without affecting the quality of service (i.e. making commuters
wait longer, etc.). In this section, we will first get some intuitions of these questions with simulations on an artificial
network, followed by a more quantitative assessment using the road network of the city of Singapore.
A. Square Lattice Network
It is instructive to first study the artificial road network with simulated transportation supply and demand, to
understand some of the general features of the taxi dynamics, especially when TRS is enabled. This is particularly
useful if we can find features that are universal, independent of the details of the road network and the patterns of
the transportation demand. As a first example, we start with a regular road network in the form of a square lattice
with a total of 10000 nodes. The edges between neighboring nodes are bi-directional with weights in the unit of travel
time, ranging from 1 ∼ 6 sec. The numbers chosen here correspond to the time distances between nodes in realistic
road networks. In all of our simulations, the rate of demand D (t) is constant with random OD pair generation. Given
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a specific demand, we can thus calculate the average travel time (the sum of the waiting time and the trip time) of
the commuters and how it depends on the number of taxis running on the road. An example is plotted in Fig.(5).
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FIG. 5. A sample plot of the log of the average total travel time (the sum of the average waiting time and the average trip
time) as the function of the number of taxis, given a fixed demand of one taxi request every one minute. Each data point
corresponds to a total simulation time of 10000 sec.
There are two regions or phases of dependence on the taxi number as shown in Fig.(5). In the oversaturated region,
the demand exceeds the supply of the taxis, and the average travel time decreases expotentially as the number of taxis
increases. Note that here the average travel time can be very long due to long waiting time. In reality commuters will
just quit looking for taxis if the waiting time is too long (thereby reducing the rate of demand in a time-dependent
way), and that will mask some of the fundamental properties of taxi dynamics, which we aim to reveal here with
a constant rate of demand. In the undersaturated region, there are more taxis needed to meet the transportation
demand, and the average travel time decreases only sub-linearly with increasing taxi number. One should note that
on average, the average trip time should not depend on the taxi number, because it is only determined by the average
distance between the origin and destination of each OD pair. Increasing the taxi number only reduces the waiting
time. In the undersaturated region, there are always empty taxis available when a potential commuter is generated.
Increasing the taxi number only reduces the average distance between the empty taxis and the location of the potential
commuter, leading to a much smaller marginal reduction of the waiting time.
We can thus define the boundary between the oversaturated and undersaturated region as the optimal number N∗
of the taxi, and N∗ depends on the factors including the demand, the underlying road network, as well as TRS which
we will show later. When the taxi number N < N∗, adding more taxis can drastically improve commuter experience
by reducing the travel time exponentially; on the other hand if N > N∗, the marginal benefits for the commuters are
small when more taxis are added to the traffic system.
Formally, N∗ can also be defined rigorously by varying the simulation time. The average travel time does not
depend on the simulation time in the under-saturated region. In the over-saturated region, on the other hand, the
longer simulation time leads to more commuters queueing for the taxi pickups, since all taxis are occupied almost
all the time. This feature can be understood intuitively with the heuristic model described in Fig.(4 a,b) in the
oversaturated region. In Fig.(6), one can clearly see that N∗ is the unique number that separates two qualitatively
different behaviours when simulation time is increased. Note that in Fig.(6) we have a much greater N∗ as compared
to that in Fig.(5), because for the former the demand of the taxi is much greater.
We now look at how N∗ depends on the transportation demand and the probability of taxi sharing by tuning ps
from 0 to 1. Intuitively, increasing the demand for taxi will always increase N∗, and in Fig.(7b) we can see that
such relationship is linear when the demand is small, but sub-linear for large demand (probably due to the finite
size of the road network). We also find that N∗ decreases monotonically with increasing ps, which is also intuitive.
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FIG. 6. Plots of the log of the average travel time against the number of taxis, with a fixed demand of one taxi request every
second, with different simulation time. In this theoretical simulation we keep the commuters in the simulation no matter how
long they will have to wait, to show that the phase boundary can be a well-defined number. The oversaturated phase is given
by travel time depending on the simulation time, while the undersaturated phase is given by travel time not dependent on the
simulation time (also see Fig.(4) for an intuitive understanding). For the more realistic case where commuters stop waiting after
a certain cut-off time, the transition from one phase to another will not be sharp, and the same plots will be much smoother.
However, the rate of decrease is not linear and could be quite random for different demand patterns and different
road networks (see Fig.(7a) as one example). One should note that even if the commuter chooses to accept a shared
trip (the corresponding taxi-sharing flag in Pαt is TRUE), the actual trip may or may not be shared with another
commuters, since it depends on if the nearest available taxi is occupied or not; if it is occupied taxi, it also depends
on if the routes can satisfy the route matching algorithm.
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FIG. 7. a). The shift of the optimal taxi no. N∗ with different values of ps. N∗ decreases monotonically but not in a smooth
manner; b). The black curve is the dependence of N∗ on the taxi demand, and the red dotted curve is the straight line tangent
to the black curve near the origin, showing that the dependence of N∗ on the taxi demand is sub-linear.
It is also useful to look at the dependence of the waiting time and trip time separately on the taxi number NT and
commuters’ willingness to share, ps. For fixed demand and ps, the average trip time is independent of the number of
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taxis, so the average waiting time and the average travel time depends on NT in qualitatively the same way.[13][10][49]
The dependence on ps is more interesting. In the over-saturated phase, the average waiting time decreases rapidly
with increasing ps (See Fig.(8a)). Phase transitions can also be observed at fixed supply and demand, when increasing
ps pushes the taxi system from the over-saturated phase to the under-saturated phase, with a discontinuous drop of
the waiting time (Fig.(8c)). This is because at small ps the number of taxis is not enough to cater to the taxi demand,
but at large ps the same demand can be met with the same number of taxis with TRS.
While average trip time increases with ps due to the increase amount of detours for pick-ups and drop-offs of the
shared parties, there is a corresponding drop of the average trip time at the ps−driven phase transition as well. This
is because in the over-saturated phase, there are hardly any empty taxis around; in the under-saturated phase, on
the other hand, the presence of empty taxis significantly reduces the actual number of shared trips, even when people
are more willing to share (Fig.(8d)). With fewer shared trips, the average trip time is also lower. When the traffic
system is already under-saturated at ps = 0, the decrease of the average waiting time with respect to increase in ps
is much less significant, especially when compared to the increase in the average trip time(Fig.(8e,f)).
FIG. 8. a). Dependence of the average waiting time on commuter’s willingness to taxi-sharing, in the over-saturated region; b).
Dependence of the average trip time on commuter’s willingness to taxi-sharing, in the over-saturated region; c). Dependence of
the average waiting time on commuter’s willingness to taxi-sharing, with the transition from over-saturation to undersaturation;
d). Dependence of the average trip time on commuter’s willingness to taxi-sharing, with the transition from over-saturation to
undersaturation; e). Dependence of the average waiting time on commuter’s willingness to taxi-sharing, in the under-saturated
region; f). Dependence of the average trip time on commuter’s willingness to taxi-sharing, in the over-saturated region.
We can draw one important conclusion from the analysis of Fig.(8). It is normally considered that choosing to share
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the taxi trip would imply a longer travel time from one’s origin to destination, which is the cost in exchange for cheaper
taxi fare. Thus TRS is not recommended for commuters who are in a hurry. On the other hand, the total travel time
also includes the waiting time for the taxi. When the supply and demand of the taxi is in the over-saturated region
or close to the transition between the over-saturated and under-saturated region (i.e. the number of taxis running on
the road is smaller or close to the optimal taxi number), choosing to share the taxi trip can potentially reduce the
waiting time drastically. Even though the trip time will always be longer with TRS, the overall travel time can still
be significantly reduced due to the reduction of the waiting time. For a city that maintains a total number of taxis
close to the optimal number of taxis, TRS can thus be quite desirable from the commuters’ perspective, especially
during peak hours or bad weathers.
Most of the interesting observations from this section comes from the phase separation of the taxi dynamics as shown
in Fig.(5) and Fig.(6). To illustrate the non-trivialness of this aspects, we show here that such phase separation only
exists with taxi-booking. If no taxi-booking is possible (i.e. back in the olden days when taxis can only be hailed
from road-side), the total travel time is a smooth function of the taxi number, with no kinks or discontinuities even
in the limit of large simulation time or large number of nodes in the road network; thus in this case N∗ is no longer
well-defined. A comparison of different taxi dynamics can be seen in Fig.(9). In particular, while in the undersaturated
phase for taxi-booking, the average travel time does not increase with simulation time, for road-side hailing the average
travel time will always increase with the simulation time for any taxi numbers (in the limit of large number of nodes).
The random roaming of taxis implies that there are always an appreciable number of “unlucky nodes” where all taxis
happen to visit very rarely, since unlike taxi-booking, there is no exact information on where the waiting commuters
are. From the heuristic point of view of Sec. IV, the “outflow” of the funnel increases linearly with the number of
taxis with taxi-booking, while with road-side hailing it only approaches asymptotically to the “inflow” in the limit of
large taxi numbers. Thus taxi dynamics with taxi-booking tends to be much more interesting, particularly with our
focus on TRS, where taxi-booking is a prerequisite.
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FIG. 9. Comparison of the taxi dynamics between a). Taxi-booking and b). Road-side hailing. The former has a clear kink and
phae transition from the oversaturated region to the undersaturated region. For the latter, the dependence of average traveil
time on the taxi number is a smooth curve that persists to very large number of taxis (not plotted here). In the simulation,
the road-side hailing is implemented with random roaming of empty taxis.
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B. The Road Network of Singapore
We now look at the realistic road network of Singapore, extracted from the open street map with nodes as locations
along the road accessible to motor vehicles and spaced tens of meters apart. Geographically, the distribution of
the nodes are shown in Fig.(10), though for numerical simulation the geographical locations of the nodes are not
important, and all the relevant information is stored in the nodes and edge weights of the network. We again generate
the demand of the taxis randomly, with the probability of the origin and destination of each trip evenly distributed
over all the nodes.
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FIG. 10. Geographic distribution of the road network of Singapore, which contains 27185 nodes. Each dot in the graph is a
node. The two nodes are connected by an edge of it is possible for the vehicle to travel from one of the node to the other. The
weight of the edge is the time it takes for the vehicle to travel from one node to another. It could be static and calculated from
the geographic distance divided by the road speed limit, or it can be dynamical based on the real-time traffic condition.
Most of the analysis and qualitative features for the artificial network in the previous section can also be applied
for realistic networks like this one. The optimal number of taxis can be defined identically, and its dependences on
the demand and willing to share are qualitatively the same, which are plotted in Fig.(11).
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FIG. 11. Dependence of N∗ when we vary ps or the taxi demand, similar to that of Fig.(7) but with the road network of
Singapore.
The dependence of the average waiting time and average trip time on the willingness to taxi-sharing are also plotted
15
in Fig.(12). While most of the features are qualitatively the same as Fig.(8) from the artificial network, one notable
difference is particularly interesting and illustrating how the topology of the underlying road network affects the taxi
dynamics. In Fig.(12e), the increase of the average waiting time on the willingness to share in the under-saturated
region is counter-intuitive. Given that the pick-up and drop-off points of the taxi trips are quite random, one would
expect that for each commuter booking for a taxi at a certain location, allowing taxi-sharing always increase the
number of potential taxis coming to pick him/her up. Since the taxi closest to the commuter will come for the pick-up
based on our simulation algorithm, on average one would always expect a shorter, if not the same, waiting time for
commuters choosing to accept taxi-sharing. While this heuristic argument agrees with Fig.(8e), it does not agree with
Fig.(12e).
FIG. 12. Dependence of the average waiting time and trip time on commuter’s willingness to share, both in undersaturated
and oversaturated regions similar to Fig.(8) but with the road network of Singapore.
One possible explanation could be that TRS alters the taxi dynamics in terms of the statistical spatiotemporal
distribution of the occupied and empty taxis: even the origins and destinations of the trips are random, TRS makes
taxis available for pick-up further away from randomly generated booking locations (which are also close to the origins
of the taxi trips) in a subtle way. Since all the nodes are equivalent in our stochastic simulation, the distribution of the
edges connecting the nodes should be responsible for the paradoxical behaviour that does not occur in the artificial
network.
As we can see from Fig.(13), if we do not have TRS, there are always a large number of empty taxis in and
around the city center, since we are in the under-saturated phase. When most people are open to TRS, the number
of available taxis increases significantly, but in and around the city center, most of the available taxis are actually
occupied taxis with commuters who are open to TRS; there is a conspicuous lack of empty taxis in and around the city
center. Given the high density of nodes in and around the city center, the average waiting time is strongly affected
by people booking from this region. Even though there are many available but occupied taxis, the chances that the
routes of these taxis can be matched to the route of the new booking are always quite low, so most of the occupied
taxis open to TRS are effectively unavailable. On the other hand, empty taxis do not have this constraint of route
matching. Thus empirically, the waiting time for the commuters in and around the city center could be longer, since
the effective available taxis, after the filtering of route matching, is actually lower than the case when no one is allowed
to taxi-sharing.
It is thus quite interesting that with the road network of Singapore, taxi-sharing tends to push a lot of the empty
taxis to the city fringe (including the industrial areas). Note this is independent of the spatial variation of the booking
demand patterns, since each node is treated equally when random generation of the OD pairs are concerned; it is thus
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FIG. 13. a). Numerical simulation with no taxi-sharing, with the locations of the empty taxis at a time snapshot early in the
simulation; b) Numerical simulation with no taxi-sharing, with the locations of the empty taxis at a time snapshot at simulation
time more than 106 sec; c).Numerical simulation where commuters’ taxi-sharing willingness is 1 (as long as there is a good
route-matching between two commuters, their trips will be shared), with the locations of the empty taxis at a time snapshot
after the simulation time of 105 sec. The black dots are empty taxis, the red dots are occupied taxis with one commuter (they
are available for another commuter as long as the booking algorithm and the route matching algorithm permit; d). same as c)
but plotting only the empty taxis. The blue circle indicates the location of the city center (CBD area).
a purely network effect. Since in our simulations empty taxis roam randomly, when taxis drop off commuters at the
city fringe and becomes empty, they tend to stay around there because of the lack of nearby demands as a result of
the low density of nodes (see Fig.(10)). On the other hands, vehicles in and around the city centers get less chance
of being empty, because taxi-sharing and route matching lead to vehicles moving around more with commuters on
board. While in reality such effects could be suppressed by a non-trivial Re (since after dropping off commuters near
city fringe the empty taxis naturally tend to move towards the city center) thus probably unobservable, what the
simulation reveals here is one aspect of potential “penalty” for taxis carrying commuters towards less popular areas
especially from the perspective of TRS, and could be suggestive on how to optimise the routing strategies for the
drivers, especially when TRS becomes prevalent.
VI. SIMULATIONS WITH EMPIRICAL OD DATA
In the previous section, we analyzed some of the qualitative features of the taxi dynamics based on simple models
with no empirical input. For more quantitative simulations and predictions on the detailed interactions between
commuters and taxis, we need empirical input on the actual number of taxis on the street, the empirical spatiotemporal
distribution of the OD pairs, actual route choices (which may differ from the shortest paths between the origin and
destinations), as well as other important details including road-side hailing, dynamics of empty taxis, taxi stands
and the actual booking assignments, etc. A detailed study with such empirical data, especially within the city of
Singapore, is work in progress and we will report the results elsewhere.
In this section, we show the results of simulations with the empirical road network of Singapore, and partial
empirical input consisting of the actual demand of taxis, in terms of realistic spatiotemporal distribution of the OD
pairs. Most of the results are qualitatively the same as discussed in the previous section where we employed an
artificial or Singapore road network and artificial taxi demand (with a constant rate of random OD pair generation);
this illustrates the robustness of our models that are capable of capturing the essential universal features of taxi
dynamics. We highlight in Fig.(16) that with more acceptance of TRS, as modelled by an increase in ps, the optimal
number of taxis needed on the street, given the empirical demand, can be reduced drastically.
We now discuss some of the quantitative differences between simulations with artificial and empirical input, which
serves as the precursor for more practical studies in the future. On average, the empirical data shows that there
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are around seven trips or OD pairs per second, with temporal distribution shown in Fig.(14). The average distance
between the origin and destination from all empirical OD pairs is around 9 km.
FIG. 14. The histogram of the empirical OD demand for a typical day in Singapore, with a total of 589243 taxi trips in 24
hours.
It is interesting to compare the dynamics of the empirical data with a randomly generated OD pairs over 24 hours,
assuming that the OD pairs are generated uniformly over time, with a constant rate of generation of seven ODs
per second. The simulation is done with the same road network over the same period of time, with the same total
number of trips. The only differences are the temporal distribution of the OD pairs (non-trivial for empirical ODs
based on Fig.(14), and uniform for the random data), as well as the spatial geographic distribution of the origins
and destinations. For randomly generated OD pairs, each node has the equal chance of being either the origin or
destination, under the constraint that the trip time between the origin and destination has to be at least five minutes.
The comparison of the spatial distribution of the OD pairs are shown in Fig.(15).
FIG. 15. Geographic distribution of a) origin and b) demand over one day, with random generation of the OD pairs; Geographic
distribution of c) origin and d) demand of the taxis over one day of the empirical data. The color scale gives the number of
origin/destination sites in each square.
One can see that for random OD pairs, the locations are evenly distributed to all nodes, including those in the
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outskirts of the city. On the other hand, empirical data shows that few trips start or end in the outskirts, and most
of the trip activities are concentrated in the city center. This clustering of origins and destinations is reflected by the
average travel time per trip, which is around 550 seconds with empirical OD pairs, as compared to around 900 seconds
from the random OD pairs. Intuitively, we would expect few taxis needed with the empirical data, because shorter
travel time implies faster rate of “outflow” (see Fig.(4)), or a faster rate of empty taxis recovering from occupied ones.
In contrast, numerical simulations show otherwise. As we can see in Fig.(16), for ps = 0, the optimal number of taxis
is actually greater for empirical OD pairs, as compared to the randomly generated one. This could only be explained
by the fact that the random OD pairs have a different spatial and temporal distribution of the commuter generation.
In particular, the clustering of the OD pairs geographically tends to make the traffic dynamics less efficient.
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FIG. 16. Travel time plot at different ps, comparing the dynamics with empirical OD pair (left) and randomly generated OD
pair (right) with the same average rate of Pαt generation.
Even though clustering of ODs imply more taxis are needed with the same demand, it is also shown clearly in
Fig.(16) that taxi-sharing has a greater effect with empirical ODs. This is intuitive, since route matching could be
more efficient when trips are concentrated around CBD and residential areas according to the empirical data, as
compared to more evenly distributed trips from random generation. Thus a higher adoption rate of taxi-sharing can
more than compensate for the inefficiencies due to clustering of ODs, leading to shorter travel time and fewer number
of taxis needed on the road. Such interesting interplay between the spatiotemporal distribution of the OD pairs and
the underlying road network topology could be important from the perspective of urban planning, and we will carry
out more detailed simulations elsewhere.
VII. LIMITATIONS AND UNIVERSALITY OF NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
All models and simulations are approximations of the real world, and this is especially true for the taxi dynamics,
embedded in a highly complex urban system. It is thus important to discuss in details the limits of our simulation
analysis, as well as its universalities. For the former, we need to understand that certain detailed behaviours of the
taxi dynamics cannot be captured by our simulations, and their quantitative (and even qualitative) results may not
be trusted when compared to the empirical data. For the latter, we need to justify that many of the qualitative
results from the numerical analysis are universal and can be generally applied to the empirical data of various urban
systems, in spite of various simplifications we employed in our simulations.
For commuter pick-up’s, it is important to note that our simulation follows a booking algorithm, in which taxis
near the pick-up points know the exact position of the pick-up, and the nearest available taxi will always accept the
booking and start moving to the pick-up point right away. We thus do not focus on accommodating taxi-hailing on
the street, and we do not accurately model the time it takes for each commuter to board the taxi before heading
towards the destination. The drivers also do not have the choice of rejecting the assigned commuter.
While other realistic details may affect the microscopic experience of individual taxis and commuters, the qualitative
effects of supply and demand of the taxis on average waiting or trip times, etc. should not be affected, which we
tested with extensive (though not necessarily thorough) simulations of various different microscopic details. When
comparing to the empirical data, one should note that the rate of commuter generation and the number of taxis in the
simulation are both parameters indicating the effective demand and supply, and should not be interpreted literarily.
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For example, the actual optimal number of taxis in a city would deviate from the N∗ obtained from the simulation,
since occasionally taxi drivers may refuse to accept the assigned booking or be unable to find the commuter (which
tends to increase N∗), while road-side taxi-hailing may increase the efficiency of the pick-up’s (which tends to lower
N∗). Nevertheless, the characteristic dependence of the taxi dynamics on the increase/decrease of taxi supply/demand
based on simulation should still be useful for predicting similar characteristics of the empirical data.
The movement of the empty taxis after they drop off the last commuter is an important part of the taxi dynamics,
and in reality different taxi drivers may have different strategies (mostly based on experience) in maximizing the
possibility of picking up the next commuter as early as possible. Such strategies can depend on different time of the
day as well as different locations within the city. In our simulation, this part of the taxi dynamics is simplified. Empty
taxis will just roam randomly from the destination of the last trip. Assuming in reality the drivers are on average
more experienced, the simplification in the simulation implies the simulated average waiting time could be longer,
and the simulation could over-estimate the waiting time and N∗. On the other hand, we do not expect the actual
routing strategy of the empty taxis to alter the qualitative behaviours of most of the simulated results, as long as the
strategies are not vastly superior than a random routing.
Many aspects of the dynamics of taxi-sharing strongly depend on the actual booking and route-matching algorithm,
that determine whether or not two trips will be shared. In our simulation, a simple greedy algorithm is used, so that
two routes will be shared if the detour time for each of the shared party will not exceed a certain cut-off time based
on the shortest path routing, and the cut-off time is the only parameter in our algorithm. In addition to that, we
also introduce the parameter of the commuters’ willingness to share their ride, which is the probability that the trip
will be shared, given that all other criteria for route-matching based on the stated algorithm are satisfied. We believe
such a simple model is sufficient in capturing the most salient effects of taxi-sharing on taxi dynamics, and the effects
could be universal. This is because the taxi dynamics is mainly affected by the percentage of trips that actually
shared, especially if we ignore detailed individual-level experience of taxi-sharing. Different algorithms and different
parameters in the algorithm will just alter the percentage of shared trips, given the same level of willingness for the
commuters to share. Plots in Fig.(8) and Fig.(12) may thus be shifted along the x-axis, but the overall dependence
and trend of the plots should be qualitatively the same.
We also simplify our simulation by limiting each Pαt to contain only one commuter, and each taxi to have a
maximum of two commuters on board. Such simplification can be easily relaxed, and even generalized to the cases
for adaptive shuttles with vehicles in the form of mini-van or buses. If three or more Pαt can share the ride, the
routing matching algorithm and the simulation will be technically more complicated but conceptually equivalent to
the cases we simulated in this paper. While detailed studies of real-time adaptive shuttle services based on our
simulation platform will be presented elsewhere, for taxi services our extensive numerical simulation shows that this
simplification does not affect the universal features discussed in this paper.
VIII. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOKS
In summary, we have presented the mathematical formulation of the different components of the taxi system that are
integrated into our simulation platform, and performed extensive numerical simulations to analyze how the interplay
between the supply and demand of the taxis, the complexity of the road networks, the spatiotemporal distribution
of the taxi demand, as well as the acceptance of taxi-sharing, can affect both the commuters’ and drivers’ experience
as a result of the characteristic taxi dynamics. While we employ a minimalist approach in most of the simulations
performed in this paper, our simulation is versatile and can incorporate much detailed behaviours from the empirical
data or from sophisticated models on commuter generation, taxi routing and taxi-sharing. It can also be readily
extended to study and evaluate the performance of adaptive shuttle services, in which vehicle occupancy can be large
and ride-sharing can involve multiple parties.
We discussed several key universal features of the taxi system that are captured with our minimalist models
and present in more realistic and sophisticated simulations. There are two phases of the taxi dynamics: in the
oversaturated phase when there are more demand for the taxi services than the supply of taxis, changing the number
of taxis on the road will affect the average commuter waiting time exponentially; in the undersaturated phase when
there are more taxis on the road than the demand for taxi services, changing the taxi numbers only affect the average
commuter waiting time sub-linearly. The boundary between the oversaturated and undersaturated phase allows us to
meaningfully define an optimal number of taxis given an urban setting, including the underlying road network and
the way commuters interact with taxis.
We also show that this optimal number of taxis depend on the details of the road network as well as how the origins
and destinations of the taxi trips distribute spatially and temporally. With more accurate empirical data we can thus
offer good quantitative guidance on how to regulate the size of the taxi fleet in the city. In particular, we show that
taxi-sharing can significantly reduce the optimal number of taxis. In addition, we show that in the undersaturated
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phase, choosing to share the taxi ride leads to longer travel time, since there is an increase of trip time due to detour,
but very small decrease in waiting time; in contrast, in the oversaturated phase, which could be induced by the lack
of taxis, surge of demand due to bad weather, peak hours or public transportation disruptions, choosing to share the
taxi ride can drastically reduce the waiting time. Thus, even though the trip time itself could be longer, the overall
travel time (which is the sum of the waiting and trip time) can be significantly shorter. By maintaining an optimal
taxi fleet size and given the empirical fluctuation of the demand, we can thus show that taxi-sharing can be both a
cost-saving and time-saving behaviour for the commuters.
It is possible for our simulation platform to perform further detailed and quantitative analysis from the drivers’
perspective, especially on developing good routing algorithms both for occupied and empty taxis, and using the
platform to benchmark and evaluate such algorithms. With real-time traffic data on the road network, we can also
undertake real-time simulations with a time-dependent network in which the weight of every edge depends on the
real-time traffic condition and thus the average velocity of vehicles along that edge. Built on our current capabilities,
we will also look to integrate the taxi system with the public transportations including buses and trains, for the goal of
developing optimal management strategy for bridging services to complement public transportations especially during
peak hours, and to make buses and trains more accessible via the first and last mile services.
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Taxi system components Notations Implementations Comments
N¯ is the number of nodes
Static network, the weights of at which commuters can be picked up;
Road network G0
(N¯ , A¯) edges are measured in time, A¯ can be either static or dynamic,
assuming constant vehicle velocity of with edges depending on the traffic conditions
60km/h. at different time of the day.
Taxi number NT Constant for each simulation NT can also be time-dependent with
more empirical input for realistic simulations.
Pαt contains only one commuter; Each object P
α
t is generated at time t,
the commuter’s choice on taxi-sharing and α is the index of the object;
is probabilistic, no sharing each object contains information including
Commuter generation Pαt preference is specified; the number of commuters, origin and destinations,
detour cut-off time same and if the party agrees to taxi-sharing; it can also
for all commuters; origin and contain other properties including preference for
destinations either randomly picked taxi-sharing, such as max no. of people in the
or based on empirical data. taxi, gender preference, detour time cut-off, etc.
Every time a Pαt is generated, 0 ≤ ps ≤ 1 is
the probability that the taxi-sharing flag of Pαt
Willingness for taxi-sharing ps Location and time-independent is true; it can be time and/or location dependent
Detour cut-off time tc tc = 180sec Can be different for different P
α
t
More sophisticated pick-up algorithm[39][40][41]
can be implemented; road-side hailing can be
Pick-up algorithm P Specified in Sec. III D implemented with specified routing algorithm
for empty taxis, when it passes nodes
with waiting commuters.
commuter loading time tl tl = 0 tl can be position, time and/or
party-size dependent
Route matching algorithm M Specified in Sec. III D Different algorithms can be implemented[42][43]
Occupied or booked taxi Ro Dijkstra’s algorithm Different algorithms or empirical input.[43][44]
routing algorithm
Empty taxi routing Re Random roaming for empty taxis Different algorithms or empirical input.[45]
algorithm
TABLE I. Components, notations and both of their possible and actual implementations of the taxi system.
